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SUMMARY 

This paper is devoted to a detailed discussion of the physical processes 

which are responsible for the emission spectra of H-like and He-like ion of 

high Z iapurities in low density plasaas. 

The application of high resolution X-ray spectroscopy to the diagnostic 

of tokaaak plasaas is also discussed &nd examples of the results obtained 

are presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

High resolution X-ray spectroscopy of laboratory plasaas is the subject 

of an increasing quantity of experimental and theoretical work. This is aainly 

due to its relevance to «any fields of the current physics research, such as 

for exaaples atoaic physics, astrophysics and nuclear fusion research. 

In this paper we will focus our attention on this last subject, with 

particular eaphasis on the application to the diagnostic of plasaa properties. 

We will give a basic discussion of the atoaic physics underlying the excita

tion of the spectral lines, starting with the simplest aechanisas and gra

dually increasing the coaplexity of our analysis. At each step in our discus

sion we will analyse the information that we can obtain about the plasaa and 

we will present recent results aainly produced in experiaents in tokaaaks. 

Our analysis will be devoted to H-like and He-like ions in low density 
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plasma, whose emission spectra will be show", and discussed in sect. 2. In 

sect. 3 the measurement of the ion temperature from the line shape will be 

analysed in detail. A general discussion about the relevance of line intensity 

ratio will be presented in sect. 4 and in sect. 5 the process of electron im

pact excitation will be discussed. The diagnostic capabilities of dielectronic 

satellite lines, inner-shell excitation lines and forbidden and intercombina

tion lines will be analysed in sect. 6, sect. 7 and sect. 8 respectively. In 

sect. 9 the relative intensity ratio of the two components of the Lyman-a 

doublet will be discussed and finally sect. 10 will be devoted to the excita

tion of dielectronic satellites in non-thermal plasmas. A summary of the diag

nostic application of high-resolution soft X-ray spectroscopy will be given 

in sect. 11. 

2. SPECTRA 

At present spectra in the wavelength range of the fundamental transition 

2p -*• Is have been observed in tokamaks for He-like ions of high Z impurities 

up to Ni. They show a general trend with increasing nuclear charge which is 

better illustrated by a comparizon of low Z and high Z measurements. 

In fig. 1 the CI XVI spectrum is shown: its main spectral features are 

easily understood when considering the energy level diagram of the first ex-

; w He-like CI 
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Fig. 1 - The spectrum of He-like chlorine showing the presence of the resonan
ce line w, the intercombination lines x and y, and the forbidden line 
z. The other line3 are satellite line, whose labelling is described 
in Ref. 1 
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cited configuration of a He-like ion, which is represented in fig. 2. Four 

lines can be emitted by radiative transition from one of these levels to the 

ground state: 

- the resonance line w, ls2p(1Pi) •* 1 S 2 ( 1 S Q ) , which is an electric dipole tran

sition with transition rate scaling as Z4; 

- two interconbination lines, namely the x line, ls2p(3P2) -• ls
2(1S0), which 

is a magnetic quadrupnle transition whose transition rate scales as Z8, and 

the y line, ls2p(3Pi) -*• ls2(1So), which is an electric dipoie transition pro 

ceeding through spin-orbit interaction with a transition rate scaling as Zd; 

- the forbidden line z, ls2s(3Si) * ls2(1So), which is a relativistic magnetic 

dipole transition with a transition rate scaling as Z10. 

Of the remaining two states, the ls2s(1So) only decays to the ground 

state through a two photon transition, whereas the ls2p(3Po) decays radiative-

ly into the ls2s(3Si) state with emission of a low energy photon. 

We can notice in fig. 1 that already for CI the radiative transition rate 

of forbidden and intercombination lines is high enough to make them comparable 

in intensity with the resonance line. However, beside these intense lines, the 

spectrum shows a number of weak features which are usually referred to as sat-

'«2p>1 

1 3 
1s 2P P2 

4,1» 2s 1S 0 

Fig. 2 - Energy level diagram for the ground state and the first excited con
figuration in a He-like ion 
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ellite lines and are due to a 2p •> Is transition in presence of an additional 

spectator electron. 

When the nuclear charge of the eaitting ion increases, the spectrum is 

characterized by the enhancement of the satellite intensity, as for example in 

the case of Ti XXI in fig. 3. This is due to the increasing importance, re

lative to the usual electron impact excitation, of the mechanisms leading to 

the satellite 1 ine foration, namely the dielectronic recombinati?n of free 

electrons and the collisional excitation of inner-shell electrons. 

Due to the peculiarity of their excitation mechanism, satellite lines 

have very iaportant diagnostic application which we will discuss in the rest 

of this paper. In view of their iaportance a special notation, due originally 

to Gabriel [1], has been established for their identification. 

Before ending this general discussion of He-like ion spectra, it has to 

be aentioned that physical situations are given in which lines are also 

aissing. This happens when the radiative transition rate of the excited level 

becomes saall coapared to the rate of collisionally induced processes. This is 

the case for exaaple of the 0 VII spectrua [2] shown in fig. 4 where the for

bidden line intensity has been transaitted totally to the intercoabination 

line through electron collisions. This aechanisa Bakes the intensity ratio of 

forbidden to intercoabination line sensitive to the electron density and 

therefore suitable for plasaa diagnostics. 

He-like Ti 
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Fig. 3 - The spectrua of He-like titanium. When compared to fig. 1, it shows 

the increase of the intensity of satellite lines with increasing nu
clear charge 
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Fig. 4 - The spectrua of highly ionized oxygen. The forbidden line, located at 
22.09 A, is quenched by collisional effects. Fro» Ref. 2 
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Fig. 5 - The spectrua of H-like argon showing the presence of the Lyaan-or 
doublet and soae weak dielectronic satellites 

H-like spectra have also been aeasured in tokaaak for iapurities up to 

Ti. They are aore difficult to obtain because of the higher electron tempera

ture necessary for their excitation. The spectrua of Ar XVIII is given in fig. 

5. It is characterized by the two Lyaan-cr transitions and by a nuaber of weak 

satellites which are all of dielectronic origin. 
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When compared to the He-like ion spectra, those of H-like ions are less 

cooplex. Their special interest is due to the possibility of measuring the 

proton density from the ratio of the two Ly-a transitions and to the relevan

ce of combined measurements with He-like spectrum of the same impurity for 

transport studies. 

3. LINE SHAPE ANALYSIS 

In all the spectra shown up to now it is always possible to find well 

isolated lines suitable for line shape analysis. In the case of H-like spec

tra, owing to the Z dependence of the fine structure splitting, the Ly-a 

doublet is well separated and can be used to determine the line width. 

In fig. 6 we give a plot of line separation as a function of Z for 

He-like ions: it shows that for all the '.mpurities considered, the resonance 

line w is always well separated from the other main transitions in the spec

trum. This is not true anymore when weaker transitions, due to high n satel

lites, will be considered. They can be very important at low electron tempera

ti « - w — 
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Fig. 6 - Normalized wavelength shifts as a function of the nuclear charge 
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ture but in those cases it is always possible to apply the analysis procedure 

to other lines, as fig. 6 shows. In the following we will focus our attention 

on w line, but our conclusions can be easily extended to other lines with 

•inor Modifications. 

When studying line shapes we need first to consider the intrinsic width 

of the upper level. For w line this is determined by the radiative transition 

rate but for satellites line it is important to take into account the auto io

nization rate too. 

Radiative transition rates for w lines are well approximated by A_ = 

= 6.24x10® Z4 s-1. This gives for Fe XXV an intrinsic line width (A\/\). = 

= 1/20000, which scales to other He-like ions approximatively as Z2 and is 

about a factor ten less than the line width observed experimentally. 

Therefore the line shape in hot tokamak plasmas is dominated by the 

Doppler broadening due to the thermal motion of the emitting ions, the other 

possible mechanisms, like Zeeman or Stark effect, being negligible in the soft 

X-ray region of the spectrum. 

When the radiating ion is moving with a non-relativistic speed v„ along 

the line of sight, the transition energy is shifted with respect to the un

perturbed value E by an amount AE given by 

where c is the light speed. 

For ions in thermal equilibrium, the parallel velocity distribution func

tion is given by 

exp[-v2/vj ] 
f(v„) = 5 ta (3.2) 

Vn th 

where n is the ion density and v . = (2T./M) , M being the ion mass and T. its 

temperature. When the intrinsic line width is negligible, the line shape can 

be easily obtained by substituting (3.1) in (3.2) 

4n th o th o 

where A is the total line intensity. Equation (3.3) shows that in these con

ditions the line shape is gaussian with 1/e half-width given by 
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from which the ion temperature can be determine']. Numerically 

T^eV) = 4.7*10* (M/X o)
2 A± (3.4) 

where A. is the atomic mass number of the emitting ion. 

A typical value of the Doppler line width for a plasma with ion tempera

ture in the keV range is (M/X) n ~ 1/3000. Therefore, in order to resolve the 

details of the line shape, instruments with a resolving power at least of the 

order 104 are required; in the range of wavelength we are considering, this 

can be obtained only by using crystal spectrometers [3]. 

A more precise evaluation of the ion temperature can be obtained by 

taking into account in the data evaluation the effects of additional broaden

ing mechanisms, intrinsic or instrumental. This allows to use the wings of the 

line in the analysis, increasing the total number of counts and the statisti

cal accuracy. To this end, let us first assume that the shape of the line 

emitted by an ion at rest is given by g(E-E ). Then, considering again the 

distribution function (3.2), we obtain 

F(E) = ^ - 5 — J exp(-v2/V2h) g[E-ED(v„)] dv„ 
th Jri -» 

where EQ(v„) is the Doppler shifted transition energy given by (3.1) and we 

have 

F(E) = -2 r - V - / exp[- - £ (-]p)2] g(E-E ) dE (3.5) 
Vn th o -» th o 

Generally speaking the ion thermal speed can be derived by means of a non 

linear fit of the observed line shape with a convolution of a gaussian func

tion with the appropriate g(E-EQ). When the instrumental broadening is negli

gible this function is a Lorentzian and the line shape is then given by a 

Voigt profile (the convolution of a gaussian with a lorentzian profile). A 

convenient procedure to fit a Voigt profile through the use of the plasma dis

persion function has been described by M. Bitter [4]. The first determination 

of ion temperature from soft X-ray spectra was obtained in PLT [5]. Figure 7 

represents a measurement obtained by the same group from the experimental pro-
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Fig. 7 - A comparison of ion temperature results obtained from the width of w 
line of Ti XXI (circle) and from measurements of charge-exchange neu-
t-als (triangle) in PDX. From Ref. 3 

file of w line of Ti XXI in PDX during neutral injection [3]. Also shown for 

comparison are the values obtained from the energy spectra of fast neutrals. 

The agreement is very good, especially during the neutral beam injection time 

interval when the additional broadening caused by high n dielectronic satelli

tes (see section 6) is reduced due to the higher electron temperature. 

The same comparison between the two diagnostics is shown in fig. 8 for an 

ohmic discharge in FT [6], In this case the spectroscopic data were obtained 

by using the Ly-cr doublet of Ar XVIII: the good agreement obtained is also di" 

to the reduced role of high n satellites in H-like ions and for low Z impuri

ties. 

The basic advantage of this spectroscopic method for the measurement of 

1i is that it only requires the knowledge of the wavelenght dispersion of the 

spectrometer and doesn't depend upon measurements of other plasma parameters. 

It can be applied in a large range of plasma conditions; in fact, due to its 

high ionization potential, He-like is the most abundant ionization stage of 

impurities over a wide interval of electron temperature, above which H-like 

ions can be conveniently exploited. This temperature range can be easily 

adapted to the electron temperature range typical of the device under exami

nation by changing the observed impurity, i.e. by changing the crystal in the 

spectrometer. 
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Fig. 8 - Ion temperature results from Doppler broadening of the Lyman-Cf line 
in Ar XVIII (crosses) compared with charge-exchange measurements 
(continuous li"») in ohmic discharges in FT 

Present day tokamaks, like JET and TFTR, with their high electron tempe

rature, are particularly well suited to be diagnosed with this method because 

of the increased photon flux and the long characteristic times. As an example 

of this we plot in fig. 9 measurements of central ion temperature in JET, ob

tained from the Doppler width of NiXXVII w line, which show the oscillation 

produced by sawtooth relaxations. 

A further important advantage of this diagnostic method is its intrinsic 

localization: this is due to the exponential dependence of the line excitation 

rate upon the ratio of the excitation energy to the plasma temperature which 

makes the detected photon flu*, representative of the hottest plasma region 

along the line of sight. This is shown from direct measurements in fig. 10 

which represents the spatial profile of the w line intensity of S XVI obtained 

in ohmically heated discarges in ASDEX. 

I i I 1 i 
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Fig. 9 - Tine evolution of the central ion temperature obtained in JET from 
the Doppler broadening of w line in Ni XXVII (continuous line) during 
additional heating. For comparison the evolution of the central elec
tron temperature measured by ECE (dashed line) 
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Fig. 10 - Spatial profile of w line intensity of SXV in ohmic discharges in 
ASDEX. The continuous line represent corona equilibrium prediction; 
the dashed line is obtained by assuming a diffusion coefficient for 
impurities of 500 cm2/s 

It has to be noted, however, that the Doppler broadening of an impurity 

line is representative of the impurity temperature which can in principle be 
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d5.fff.rent from that of the bulk ion specie (hydrogen or deuterium usually). 

This temperature difference depends on the power coupled directly to the im

purities; for example, during neutral beam injection, the power transferred 

by the slowing down ions to each ion specie in the plasma is proportional to 

n.Z?/m., so that, although the total power damped onto impurity ions can be 

small, the pow?r per ion scales with Z?/m.. The same happens during radio-

frequency heating of plasma ions. 

The temperature difference which can develop in these cases between im

purity ions and the hydrogenic species depends on the impurity-hydrogen cou

pling time and can become important at low density and high ion temperature 

when this time becomes very long. It can be estimated by means of a simple 

zero-dimensional balance equation [3] 

T7-T„ T7-T T 7 
P = -|_H + -!_£ + -Z (3.6) 
z XZH xZe XZ 

where P~ is the power coupled per impurity ion, T and X- are the energy e-

quilibration time between impurities and hydrogen and between impurities and 

electrons respectively and t is the confinement time of impurities. Here it 

has been assumed that all the impurity species have the same temperature, due 

to their strong mutual coupling. 

When eq. (3.6) is applied to experimental case with low plasma density, 

temperature differences of the order of 1 keV are expected. However, at the 

density typical of standard working condition of tokamaks, this becomes 

smaller than the statistical error bars. 

Before closing this discussion on line shapes, we have to consider that a 

Doppler shift is also possible, due to mass motion of the plasma. This is of 

course very slow across the magnetic surface because of the good confinement 

properties of the tokamak configuration, but can be important along the mag

netic surfaces. This is the case for example of plasma toroidal rotation pro

duced during unbalanced neutral beam injection [3]. 

This toroidal rotation can be measured from the shift of the central po

sition of a line detected along a line of sight which is inclined in the to

roidal direction of an angle 6. Assuming that a shift of the order of 1/20 of 

the line width can be detected at an angle 6 ~ 25°, a rotation velocity of the 

order of 1/10 the thermal speed can be measured. This is typically in the 

range of 1*107 cm/s, which is indeed produced in experiments, as shown in Fig. 

11 for the case of PDX. 

http://d5.fff.rent
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Fig. 11 - Doppler shift of w line of Ti XXI during neutral injection in PDX 
shows the toroidal rotation of the plasaa resulting froa momentum 
transfer by the injected beaas. Froa Ref. 3 

4. LINE RATIOS 

The Doppler broadening technique so far discussed is already playing a 

aajor role in the experiaents in JET and TFTR where the charge-exchange diag

nostic suffers of the limitation due to the plasaa opacity; however high re

solution soft X-ray spectroscopy offers the opportunity to study a rich va

riety of plasma phenoaena by aeans of the informations contained in the line-

intensity ratios froa spectra like those shown in Figs. 1 and 3. 

These ratios are very easy to measure; in fact, owing to the saall spec

tral separation of the lines, the relative calibration of the experiaental ap

paratus at different wavelenghts is not needed. They have iaportant applica

tions in plasaa diagnostic because, as well shall discuss in the rest of this 

lecture, the different excitation mechanisms of the lines imply a different 

dependence of the line intensity from plasma paraaeters. 

The atomic processes relevant for the data interpretation were first 

identified by Gabriel [1]. He has shown that pure dielectronic satellites can 

be exploited to obtain the plasma electron temperature whereas lines produced 

mainly by inner-shell excitation can give the fractional population of the 
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different ionization stages, an essential contribution to the study of the 

ionization equilibri!» of iapurities in the plasaa. 

In the following sections an up-to-date review of the atoaic physics 

necessary for the data analysis will be given and we will discuss the results 

obtained by this diagnostic aethod in tokaaaks. 

5. ELECTRON IMPACT EXCI. ATION 

We discuss first the siaplest case: the excitation of the resonant line 

transition lsap^Pj) •* ls2(1S0)-

When the electron density is low enough, all the collisional processes 

but the excitation fro» the ground state can be neglected. Moreover, for the 

resonant state ls2p(1Pj) the radiative transition probability to ground state 

is auch higher than that to any excited state. In these conditions the line 

intensity IR is iaaediately obtained: 

h = VR = NeHHe W (51) 

where IL. is the excited state population, A~ its radiative transition probabi

lity to the ground state, M„ the density of heliua-like ions, N the electron 

density and C_ the effective excitation rate froa the ground level C_ = «*RV>. 

oR is the collisional cross section and the average is performed on a aaxwel-

lian distribution function. 

Generally speaking, the transition cross section O. . is usually expressed 

in teras of the collision strength Q.. 

a. ..(E) = n»l Q.jCE) E ^ E (5.2) 

where a is the Bohr radius, g. the statistical weight of the target level i, 

E is the incident electron energy and Ej. is the Rydberg constant. 

When this cross section is averaged over a aaxwellian distribution func

tion, the excitation rate coefficient C..(T ) is obtained as 

*i e 

where a is the electron aass, E.. the transition energy and 

o» 

YijCT.) = /_ %(£+*iP exp(-e/Te) d(e/Te) (5.4) 
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The quantities Q.. and y.. are diaensionless and they are «ore convenient 

to compute and analyse than the quantities O.. and C... 

Accurate method; are presently available for the theoretical evaluation 

of collisional excitation cruss sections. They have been recently reviewed by 

Henry [7]. Here we would like only to point out that a general good agreement 

is found aaong the different calculation methods when the nuclear charge Z and 

the ionization degree are increased. This is due to the dominaat rcle played 

in those condition by the electron-nucleus interaction which Makes it possible 

to treat the other tens in the Haailtonian (e.g. electron-electron and rela-

tivistic tersa) as saall perturbations. Such a consideration forms the physi

cal basi5 of the infinite Z hydrogenic method for collisional cross section 

calculation, first proposed by Burgess et al. [8] and developed by Sampson and 

coworkers [9]. 

Detailed calculation of collisional excitation rates for all the 

processes relevant to the interpretation of the soft X-ray spectra we are 

discussing have been published for a number of Be-like and H-like ions and 

should always be used when appropriate. However simple analytical approxima

tions have also been proposed, which can be very useful as a guide in the 

discussion of the diagnostic applications as well as to extrapolate detailed 

calculations to neighbouring ions. The simplest approximation for an optically 

allowed transition has been given by van Regemorter (10]: 

• « " * r ^ f i J i ( E ) - » (5-5) 

where f.. is the optical oscillation strength and g(£) is a semi-empirical 

factor which varies slowly with the electron energy E. Asymptotically at high 

energy: 

«<E) = £ ln h (5-6) 

yielding the Bethe formula for the cross section. 

By using this approximation we obtain 

C.. = 3.15X10-2 f,. i 3 _ Otflz exp(-E../T ) cm
3 s-1 (5.7) 

where g is the average of the function g(E) over a maxwellian distribution. 

For Tfi < E i j f i ~ 0.2. 

This expression is rather approximate and of limited validity. However, 

it is possible to retain the same formalism of Eq. (5.7) considering f.. as an 
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adjustable parameter with a temperature dependence in order to take into ac

count the correct expression for a.. as well as other excitation mechanisms of 

the line such as, for example, cascades from higher levels. 

Calculation! by Vainshtein [11] have shown that exchange effects are im

portant when the excitation energy is close to the ionization potential, as 

in the case of B and He-like ions. This gives cross section in the near thre

shold region half as large as without taking the exchange effect into account. 

Sobelaan, Vainshtein and Tukov [12] used such calculations to derive the 

excitation rates which they approximate with a two parameter formula 

e _ E Ei"/Te**s s 

C <te) = 10-« (Jf £)*'* B ^ ) 1 ' * exp(- E /Te) ̂  ,/T 'ft «* -1 <58> 
•* l o e J ìj e 

where E.. = E-E. is the transition energy, s.s. the Kroneker symbol, s. and 

s. the spin state of the levels i and j. B and X are parameters depending on 

the considered ion and transition, but independent of the nuclear charge for 

parameters are given in Ref. [12]. 

(fore recently a five parameter formula has been proposed by Hewe and 

coworkers [13,14] for transitions to the first excited configuration in He-

like and H-like ions. 

c i i ( T e ) = 2 ; 5 1 z » ° * ( y ) 1 / 2 5 ( y ) e x p ( _ y ) ( 5 9 ) 

J 8i ij 

with y = E../T and 
* ij e 

3(y) = A • (By-Cy2+Dy3+E) E^y) exp(y) • (C+D) y-Dy2 (5.10) 

where F-i(y) :s the exponential integral and can be approximated by the simple 

formula 

Ei(y) = exp(-y) [In (^) - jgfi?] (5.11) 

In Eq. (5.9), !.. is the shielded nuclear charge and can be assumed equal 

to Z -0.5 for He-like ions and equal to Z for H-like ones. The parameters 

which appear in (5.10) are given in Kef. [14]. 

The Meve's formula (5.9) has been obtained in the case of He-like ions 

by fitting the results of non relativistic computation in the limit of infinite 

Z in the Couiomb-Born-Oppenheioer approximation [8,9] and near-threshold cal

culations in the distorted-wave approximation with intermediate coupling [15] 
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for Z - 14,20 and 26. For lower Z, the results from VainaHein for Z » S with 

electron exchange [11] were used as well as distorted-wave calculation* for 

Z = 6. For I-like ions it gives results within about 5% those obtained from 

detailed theoretical evaluation. 

In their paper, Mewe et al. also point out that the Vainshtein analytical 

approximation (5.8) gives values abjut 15% lower th**i those obtained from di

rect integration of cross sections calculated by Vainr^tein [12] whereas the 

values obtained with their five paraaeter fonala (5.9) coincides within 31 

with the exact value. 

The structure of Neve's foravia aafces it possible to extend detailed 

calculations performed for a given ion to nearby ions [16]. In fact, given to 

eleaeats A and B, it follows froa Hewe's analysis that 

(5.12) Cij<A'V = I W * V M V Z A ) 2 Te* 
where Z. and Z_ are the effective charges. 

6. DIEIECTRORIC EXCITATION 

Dielectronic recombination is the inverse process of autoionization which 

is only possible in icns having excited levels above the first ionization po

tential. If such a level is produced, it has a finite transition probability 

to a state consisting of the furtherly ionized ion in the ground state plus a 

free electron. 

This is schematically illustrated in fig. 12 where Li-like ions are con

sidered as an example: inner shell excitation of Is electrons takes the sys

tem to a level above the first ionization potential. In the autoionization 

process a He-like ion in the Is2 state is produced with emission of an elec

tron with kinetic energy equal to 

Eg = E(ls2s
2) - E(ls22s) - E 2 g (6.1) 

H 24$ 
1s23s 

Is2 2$ 

Is 2p2 

U2s2p 

Is 2s2 

Fig. 12 - Schematic of energy levels of a Li-like ion, showing the presence of 
autoionizing states 
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where E~ is the ionization potential of the 2s electron in the Li-like ion. 

In the inverse process a He-like ion in the ground state Is2 interacts 

with an electron of energy E lower than the threshold for the excitation of 

the ls2s: this transition however can be excited provided that the electron is 

captured on the level 2s resulting in the production of a Li-like ion in an 

excited level as for exanple ls2s2. This process is coxaonly referred to *s 

dielectronic capture [17]. 

The population density N_ .(s) of a satellite state (the ls2s* state of 

the previous example) can be determined by the balance between the production 

rate of dielectronic capture and the processes leading to the destruction of 

this state, naaely the autoionization and radiative decay: 

M2(g) MeCd = Hz+1(.) Atot(») (6.2) 

where C. is the dielectronic capture rate coefficient and A (s) is the total 

decay rate of the satellite state s 

Atot(s) = I A (s-k) • I A (s-f) (6.3) 
i f<s 

where A are autoionization and A radiative decay rate. 

The rate coefficient C. can be derived by noting that, in absence of 

other competitive processes, dielectronic capture nust be in detailed balance 

with its inverse process 

Mz(g) MeCd = Mz+1(.) Aa(s) (6.4) 

This is a sufficient condition for the validity of the Saha-Boltzaann 

equation 

S. h3 exp(-E /T ) 
M- (s) = ill (g) -S \ i-j?— (6.5) 
z+1 e Z h (2n*/Te)

 /2 

where E is the energy of the electron eaitted in the autoionization process 

(6.1). 

By use of this relation we obtain 

Cd = 3.3X10-" (f-)3/i Q) exp(-Eg/Te) Aa(s) «
3 s-1 (6.6) 

Since C. and A (s) are atoaic coefficients, the previous expression is 

quite general provided that the electron distribution function is aaxwellian. 

The satellite line intensity can be expresses as (17): 
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V«* } = MZ*1(1) V s * f ) = " z ^ Me Cd \ ( s* f ) / Atot ( s ) = 
(o.7) 

= 3.3X10-*4 M_(g) N 
Z* 

E- », F,(s) 

where the dielectronic factor F2(s) = g A (s) A (s-»f)/A (s) has been in-
9 9 IT COV 

treduced, which contains all the atonic physics inforaatioos characterizing 

the individual satellite. It turns out that along an isoelectronic sequence 

A (s) remains a1 most constant whereas A (s+f) increases as Z* so that the sa-
a r 

tellite intensity is saall for light iapurities but becoaes conparable with 

the resonance line in aetallic iapurities. 

It is very important to note that sone of the lines in the spectrua are 

coapletely produced by dielectronic excitation and do not have any contribu

tion froa collisional excitation processes:this is the case of the ls2p*-»ls22p 

transitions (line j and fc for exaaple) whose upper state cannot be excited 

directly froa the Li-like ground state ls22s. In fact, this would need the si-

nultaneous excitation of ls-»2p and 2s-»2p transitions and this has an extreaely 

low probability in low density plasaas. In general, whenever the upper state 

of a satellite transition involves the excitation of two electrons, electron 

iapact excitation of this state has a negligible rate. As a consequence, sa

tellite lines of H-like 2p-»ls transition are only of dielectronic origin. 

The intensity ratio of a dielectronic satellite to the resonance line can 

be constructed by using the van Regeaorter approximation as a guideline. Then, 

by taking the ratio of (6.7) and (5.1), we obtain 

- ^ = 1.05x10-" ^— F2(s) =2 exp[(E-EJ/T ] (6.8) 
'* gfR

 Te o s e 

It is independent of electron density and ionization equilibrila but has 

a steep dependence on T and, once the relevant atoaic paraaeters are cal

culated, it can be used to detersine the electron temperature. Although this 

was done before for solar flares [17], it was only froa tokaaak aeasureaents, 

where the electron teaperature is mown froa independent aeans, that a care

ful assessaent of the underlying atoaic physics calculation was possible. 

The first detailed test of dielectronic excitation theory was done by H. 

Bitter et al. [18] for Fe XXV. They coapared experiaental results froa PLT 

with predictions of theoretical evaluation by F. Bely-Dubau et al. [19]. As it 

can be seen in fig. 13, they had to take into account, to obtain a good agree-

aent, the apparent intensity increase of the resonance caused by unresolved 

dielectronic satellites. 
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ID fact, when the dielectronic capture produces levels of the type ls2pa£ 

(n > 3), they can decay to the level ls2ni with eaission of a photon very 

close to the resonance line and, as n increases, the transition wavelength is 

oo sore distinct froa the resonance, leading to an apparent increase of its 

intensity which aust be accounted for when considering line-ratios. 

This problea has been studied by Bely-Dubau et al. [10,21] who calcu

lated the intensities of n = 3 and n = 4 satellites with the saae aethod used 

for n = 2. Moreover, they showed that n > 4 can be extrapolated froa n = 4 sa

tellites with the following assuaptions: 

a 
« 1/n3 

« l/n3 

A* = A* 
tot r 
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Fig. 13 - Experiaental values for the intensity ratio of the dielectronic sa
tellite j and the resonance w in Fe XXV as a function of the elec
tron teaperature. Theoretical curves with (dashed line) and without 
(continuous line) the contribution of close satellites are also 
shown. Froa Ref. 18 
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The result of their calculation for Fe XXV is reported in fig. 14: it 

shows that the intensity of close satellites is coaparable with the resonance 

line at low temperatures and becoaes negligible only well above T£ = 2 fceV. 

Then, in order to coapare with experimental data, a correction aust be 

applied for the contribution of close satellites to the intensity of the re

sonance line; it is a siaple Batter, once the ratio a(T£) of close satellites 

to. the resonance line is theoretically calculated: 

I(s-»f)_ I(s-»f) 1 

where IR is the apparent intensity of the resonance 

In this way Bitter et al. [22] hav- shown that the coaplete dielectronic 

theory and calculations for Fe XXV give an accurate account of the experi-

aental data, as shown by the results in fig. 13, and therefore can be reliably 

used for plasaa diagnostic. As an exaaple of this we show in fig. 15 the elec

tron teaperature, aeasured in a high density discharge in FT by using the 

dielectronic line-ratio technique, coapared with the Thoason scattering value 

and the tiae evolution of the electron cyclotron eaission diagnostic. 

Besides increasing the apparent intensity of the resonance line, high n 

dielectronic satellites also produce an additional line broadening which in

terferes with the theraal one affecting the ion teaperature deteraination with 

a systeaatic error. Because of the relevance to the tokaaak diagnostics, 

Bitter et al. have considered in detail this effect [22]. 

They were able to show that theoretical calculations can account reliably 

for n > 3 satellites in Fe XXV and that an accurate deteraination of 7± can be 

•cs 
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4 
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Fig. 14 - The intensity ratio of closed unresolved satel l i tes to the resonance 
line in Fe XXV. Froa Ref. 19 
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coapared with data points (crosses) obtained froa the line ratio of 
dielectronic satellites and the resonance line w in Fe XXV 

obtained by fitting the experimental data with the coaplete array of n > 3 sa

tellites. However they also showed that 1± can be obtained accurately by 

fitting only the short wavelength side of the resonance and that, when the to

tal line is considered, the error on T. rapidly reduces with increasing elec

tron teaperature, becoaing lower than 15% already at Tg = 1.2 keV. 

For low electron teaperature one should choose for Tj aeasureaent a line 

different froa w, such as for exaaple, j or y which, although less intense, 

are relatively free froa close satellites. 

Close satellites also cause a red-shift of the resonance line; its aaount 

depends upon the electron teaperature and can be Mistaken for a rotational 

Doppler shift [23]. This effect has to be taken into account in plasaa rota

tion aeasureaents. Here again, a check of the results can be obtained by 

looking at lines which are free froa close satellites. 

7. INNER-SHELL EXCITATION 

The intensity of a line produced by inner-shell excitation can be de

rived with the saae procedure discussed for the resonance line, both being ex

cited by electron iapact. The population density of the upper level s is given 

by the balance between collisional excitation froa the ground state and the 

total decay rate 
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NLi<S> Atot<S> = Ne N L i ^ C i ( V i 7 A ) 

where C.(T ) is the collisional excitation rate coefficient. The line intensi-
ì e 

ty is then equal to 

A (s->f) 
I. (s*f) = NT.(g) N C.(T ) / , , (7.2) 
is ' Li * e l e A,, ..(s) 

tot 

Similarly to the resonance line, detailed calculations of C.(T ) are 

available for a number of Li-like ions. In particular, Jampson et al. have re

cently published a compilation of collision strenghts and excitation rates, 

obtained using a Coulomb-Born-exchange method, for inner-shell excitation from 

the ls22s and ls22p to levels ls2£2£* and ls2£3£' in Li-like ions with nuclear 

charge in tue range 6 < Z £ 74 [24]. 

Here we will use again the van Regemorter approximation to illustrate the 

diagnostic application of inner-shell to resonance line intensity ratio. By 

using relation (5.7) and (7.2) and taking into account that the excitation 

energies are nearly equal, we obtain 

I. (s+f) NT.(g) C.(T ) A (s+f) NT. f.. A (s->f) i s ' Li 6 l e r Li l i r 

h " h&> W Ato^>~ NHe fR \ o 7 ^ (7*3) 

This ratio is only slightly dependent on the electron temperature through 

the effective oscillator strenghts; therefore it allows to determine accurate

ly the ratio of Li-like to He-like population, once the accurate excitation 

rates are used and a correction is done for close dielectronic satellites to 

the intensity of the resonance line. 

This has been performed for a number of impurities in different devices 

to study the ionization balance in the plasma [16,18,23,25,26]. These experi

ments have shown that the simple corona equilibrium is not able to describe 

accurately the situation in tokamaks; in fact Li-like ions are usually found 

to be more abundant than the corona predicitions. This is shown for example in 

fig. 16 for Ti impurities in OH dishcarges in TFTR, where the excess of 

Li-like ions is on the average higher than a facto; of two. 

Although inaccuracy in the ionization and recombination rate cannot be 

ruled out at present, likely this effect is due to the relatively long recom

bination time of He and H-like ions, where the dielectronic recombination, 

usually strong for other ions, only plays a minor role. Therefore deviations 

from the coronal equilibrium distribution readily occur as a result of radial 

ion transport and/or charge exchange recombination. 
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Fig. 16 - Relative abundance of Li-like and He-like titanium vs electron tem
perature in ohmic discharges in TFTR. The continuous line represents 
prediction of corona equilibrium while the bracketed points are 
derived from diffusion calculation. From Ref 23 

This latter effect is in particular very important during additional 

heating of the plasma by means of fast neutral beams. Figure 17 shows for the 

case of sulfur in ASDEX that, although during neutral beam injection the elec

tron temperature rises, the line ratio q/w increases due to the increase in 

N.J/NJJ caused by charge-exchange recombination. 

8. INTERCOMBINATION AND FORBIDDEN LINES 

The intercombination lines x and y together with the forbidden line z 

offer new important diagnostic opportunities. In fact the relatively long 

lifetime of the upper state of the transition, especially for low Z ions, 

gives rise to variation of their intensity with the electron density, thereby 

making density determination possible. 

Contrary to the low density case, where all the excited levels are popu

lated by electron impact excitation from the ground level and decay through 

radiative transitions, when the density increases the long lived states can be 

depleted by collisional transitions to nearby states. Therefore the relative 

line intensities begin to change with electron density approximately when 
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Fig. 17 - Time evolution of the line ratios of He-like S during neutral in
jection in ASDEX. During the heating pulse (1.15-1.35 sec) the Li-
like fractional abundance increases, as shown by the ratio q/w, due 
to the effect of charge-exchange recombination 

N C = A 

e 

where C is the rate coefficient for collisional transition and A the radiative 

decay rate [27]. 

In these conditions the population of each level can be derived in first 

approximation by solving the stationary population equations 

N , ( I A ( r ) + N Z C.J = I N . A ^ + N I N. C. . (8.1) 
J i<j J1 e k J k i>j x 1J e k k kJ 

where only the ground state and n = 2 excited level are taken into account, 

see fig. 2. The analysis of these equations is simplified by the fact that 

radiative transitions between excited levels only couple states with the same 

spin multiplicity and that density regions in which collisional transfer 

starts to become important are well separated for each of the three main in-

tercombination and forbidden transitions. 

In fact, as N increases from the low density limit, collisions 23S •* 23P 

first depopulate 23S until the z line vanishes. Then collisions 21S •* 2*P 

transfer the intensity of the two-photon continuum to the w line. Finally, at 
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very high density, the intensity of intercoabination lines starts to fall as 

a result of collisional transfer to the 2*P state as well as of iapact ioniza

tion. 

The behaviour of line intensities with the electron density is represent

ed in fig. 18 for Ne IX [28]. It shows that the ratio 

R = z/(x+y) (8.2) 

is the first to experience a variation and has been the aost studied up to 

now. When this ratio becoaes zero, then the density diagnostic is still pos

sible through the ratio 

S = (x+y)/w (8.3) 

However this is of liaited diagnostic interest in tokaaaks, as it turns out to 

be sensitive only at very high values of the electron density, even for low Z 

ions. 

On the other hand it is iaportant to note that, below this range of den

sities, the ratio 

G = (x+y+z)/w (8.4) 
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Fig. 18 - Line intensity behaviour for He-like neon as a function of the 
electron density. From Kef. 28 
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is independent fro* N , but it has in principle an appreciable temperature 

dependence, due to the different behaviour of the collision strenght with in

cident electron energy for intercoabination and forbidden lines and the reso

nance line, fig. 19 [19]. 

For the ratio R we generalize here an expression first deduced by Gabriel 

and Jordan [27] 

_ A(23S->1*S) .]-B**\ 
K " N C(2aS^23P)(l+F)+A(23S^l1S) l B ' 

e 

(8.5) 

where A(233^11S) is the rate of radiative transition with eaission of a photon 

in the z line and C(23S-»-23P) is the total collisional transfer rate from 

state 23S to all states of the configuration 23P. r is the ratio of the total 

production rate of 23S states to the total production rate of 23P states and B 

is an effective branching ratio defined as 

S(23P!) A(23P1->1
1S) 

B = S(23P) A(23Pr» ì 1S)+A(2JP1-»2'aST + 

S(23P2) A(23P2"
>11S) 

+ S(23P) A(23P2->1
1S)+A(23P2-»2

BS) 

(8.6) 

10 2 _ 

10 -3 _ 

10' 
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Fig. 19 - A comparison of colli
sion strengths for collisional 
excitation of Fe XXV levels as 
calculated by different methods. 
From Ref. 19 E(Ryd) 
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where S(23P) = S(23Po)+S(23P!)+S(23P2) is the total production rate of 23P 

levels. 

Equation (8.6) can be written as 

R 
R = 1+//NC

 ( 8 7 ) 

where R = (1+F-B)/B is the low density value and the critical density N r is 

given by 

N - A(23S->llS) 1 (f. „ 
MC " C(23S-»23P) ITF l 8 8 J 

Typical values for N , have been calculated by Pradhan et al. [29]. 

At this point the attentive reader has already noticed that, for 23P 

and 23S levels, we are speaking of production rate, quite in general; the rea

son for this is that, when dealing with intercoabination and forbidden lines 

the collision strenght for excitation froa the ground state is considerably 

weaker than for the resonance line, as shown in fig. 19, and the line inten

sity, expecially for z line, becoaes sensitive to aore subtle effects which 

we could neglet up to now. This is the case, of cascades froa upper levels 

(n > 3) which in Fe XXV, according to detailed calculations [19], increase the 

effective excitation of the line z by aore than a factor of two, while having 

only a 5% effect on the line w. 

Iaportant corrections to the near threshold value of the cross section 

are also to be expected, due to the effects of resonant scattering. This phe-

noaenon can be qualitatively understood in the following way [30]: each level 

Y of an ion A_ is the liait for n •* » of a sequence of levels (Y>»£) of the 

ion A_+1- When the kinetic energy of the incident electron is such that the 

energy of ion plus electron systea coincides with one of such levels, a quasi-

stationary state can be formed in the collision, which can decay radiatively 

or by autoionization. 

The autoionization decay with production of an ion in an excited level 

gives an additional contribution to the excitation cross section of that 

level. Schematically, besides the direct excitation 

Az(Y0)+e -> Az(Yi)+e (8.9) 

the process of resonant excitation 

Az(Y0)+e * Az+1(Y,n£) * Az(Yi)+e (8.10) 

has to be taken into account. 
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Resonances, of the type )s21'ol have been calculated by using quantua de

fect theory [31] with inclusion of the possibility for the resonant state to 

decay radiatively. Their effect, however, is generally found to be weak. 

Recently Pradhan [32] has eaphasized the importance of resonances due to 

autoionizing states ls3xn£' (n > 3). He has shown that the z line is the aost 

sensitive to resonance effects, specially for low Z ions, and he has given 

rate coefficients for the principal transitions in He-like ions which take 

into account these effects [33]. However, when Z increases, the radiative de

cay rate of resonant states overcomes the autoionization rate and the overall 

effect on z line becomes lower than the effect of cascades [34]. 

Before discussing experiaental results, it is iaportant to note that the 

intensity of the z line is also linked to the ionization equilibrium in the 

plasaa through the process of inner-shell ionization of Li-like ions. In fact, 

when a Is electron is reaoved froa their ground state configuration ls22s, 

the He-like levels 21S and 23S are produced. This process is usually accounted 

for by using the Lotz formula [19] and is an iaportant part of the total ex

citation at low electron temperature. 

On the other hand, when the electron teaperature is high enough to pro

duce an appreciable population of H-like ions, the processes of radiative, 

dielectronic and charge-exchange recoabination can contribute appreciably to 

the excitation of all the lines, w, x, y and z. Although clear evidence for 

this effect has already been obtained, detailed calculation are only at the 

beginning [35]. For a description of the additional teras to line intensity 

due to recoabination processes, the reader is referred to the paper by Hewe 

et al. [13]. 

The aost detailed analysis of forbidden and intercoabination lines has 

been performed, in the low density liait, by M. Bitter et al. [23] for Ti XXI 

with measurements in TFTR. They have compared experiaental results for lines 

x, y and z with theoretical calculations taking into account excitation froa 

ground state, including collisional resonances, and direct excitation to n > 2 

levels followed by radiative cascades to n = 2 states. This theory is supposed 

to be adequate in the temperature range from 1.2 to 2 keV where the abundances 

of H-like and Li-like titaniua are negligible and consequently line excitation 

by recoabination and inner-shell ionization are negligible. 

The result of this work is that the predicted intensity ratios x/w and 

y/w are soaewhat saaller than the observed value and that the predicted con

tribution froa cascades and resonance", overestimate the values of z/w. From 

this one can conclude that the theory is basically correct, except for the 
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prediction of the relative population of triplet state. Therefore a better 

coaparison between theory and experiment can be done by considering the ratio 

G, see eq. (8.4), which is independent of this relative population. 

In this case the agreeeaent between theory and experiment is very good, 

as shown in fig. 20, for T larger than 1.2 keV, but discrepancies as large 

as a factor 10 are found at lower temperature and cannot be explained by 

inner-shell ionization, as calculated by Lotz expression. Nevertheless, the 

difference of the observed and predicted values of G correlates linearly with 

the measured relative abundance of Li-like ttanium. The conclusion is that an 

additional, yet unidentified, mechanism is responsible for the excitation of 

triplet He-like states from Li-like ions. 

The influence of electron density on the intensities of intercombination 

and forbidden lines was studied in Alcator C for medium Z impurities like S, 

CI and Ar (36]. For densities in the range 1.5-7*1014 cm-3, the measurements 

of the ratio P., gj.ven by eq. (8.2), are approximately reproduced by calcula

tions [35], as shown in fig. 21 for the case of CI. It is possible to notice 

there a definite trend in the data to decrease with increasing density but 

also a significant scatter of data points outside the predicted curve. 
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Fig. 20 - Experiaental values of the total intercombination and forbidden line 
intensity relative to the intensity of the resonance line vs elec
tron temperature for Ti XXI in ohmic discharges in TFTR. The theore
tical predictions, shown by the dashed curve, include the contribu
tion from electron impact excitation and cascades from upper levels. 
From Ref. 23 
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Fig. 21 - Experimental values for the line ratio R vs electron density for 
CI XVI in ohmic discharges in Alcator C. The two sets of data repre
sent measurements of different days. The solid line is the theore
tical density dependence of R. From Ref. 36 

In particular, two sets of results obtained in different days show an im

portant difference in R values although the relevant plasma parameters (densi

ty and temperature) are essentially unchanged. A similar scatter in the meas

ured value of the G ratio was observed in the same discharges. 

These variations of line ratios, and correspondingly unexpected varia

tions of the ratio x/y, were observed in a plasma whose electron temperature 

was high enough to produce an appreciable population of H-like ions. Therefore 

recombination effects can be important and, through charge-exchange recombina

tion, they could be responsible for the scatter of the results. In this con

text, it has to be remembered that the neutral density depends critically 

on the recycling condition at the plasma edge which can vary quite strongly 

depe-uing for example on the wall and limiter conditioning. 

Clear evidence of the importance of recombination processes was obtained 

in Alcator C by studying the spatial behaviour of spectra emitted by He-like 

Argon [37]. Results on the line intensity ratios S = (x+y)/w, G = (x+y+z)/w, 

K - k/w and Q = q/w are shown in fig. 22 for different distances of the line 

of sight from the plasma center. 

Electron impact and dielectronic recombination are expected to give a 

monotonie increase in all these line ratio with decreasing T , i.e. with in

creasing distance from the plasma center. Therefore the observed decrease of 
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• K and Q ratio for distances greater than about 8 ca shows that at this radius 

recoabination excitation takes over collisional and dielectronic excitation, 

with a consequent reduction of the relative intensity of satellites k and q 

which cannot be produced by radiative or charge-exchange recoabination. 

Taking into account the aeasured value of T at 8 ca of 350 eV, the elec

tron excitation rate of 5*10-1S ca3 sec-1 and recoabination excitation rate of 

3X10-12 ca3 sec-1, the latter process is the «ore effective when H-like to 

He-like abundance ratio exceeds 3*10-3. Corona equilibriua calculation gives 

for this ratio a value lower than 10-4, but the transport of ions froa the 

plasaa center can easily increase this value, which in the cited paper was de

duced froa aeasureaents of H-like spectra and reported to be in the range of 

10-2. 

Definite evidence of excitation by charge-exchange recoabination was ob

tained in a recent experiaent in Alcator C [38] where the radial profiles of 
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the lydberg serie of traasitioas froa levels lsap to the groaad state were 

observed for Be-like Argoa. As showa ia fig. 23, for the oater chorda the 

ls9p+ls* sad lslOp+ls2 liaes are eahaarei with respect to the ls7jp+ls* sad 

lsllp*ls* liaes, ia agreeaeat with the predicted stroag *-f ffa i of charge-

exchaage cross sectioa apoa the a level ia the rer—aiata" ioa, with a aaiia— 

aroaad a = 9. The aeasared spectra also show sigaatare of recaahiaatioa from 

aeatral hydrogen excited to the a = 2 aad a = 3 states, correspoadiag to spec 

trai featares aroaad a = 1 8 a a d n = 27int*e le-lihe argoa spectraa. Froa 

this data, iatriasic aeatral deasity profiles have heea iaferred, ia agreeaeat 

with aeatral transport siaalatioas [3t]. 

3025 3040 3055 3070 
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Fig. 23 - Spectra froa ls7p * Is2 to lsl3p • Is2 traasitioos ia Ar XVII 
through three radial chords io Alcstor C. Froa Kef. 38 
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9. LTHAN-a LIMES 

As already «rationed, the spectra of l-like ions are dominated by the 

Ly-a doublet and show the presence of a number of generally weak satellites, 

all of dielectronic origin. The analysis of these satellites is similar to the 

le-like case and has been performed for a number of ions by using tokaaak data 

[2,6,39]. Measurements of the Ly-a doublet have also been used for absolute 

wavelength determination to test QED predictions for the Lamb shift of Is 

level in HIike ions [40,41]. 

From the point of view of plasma diagnostic, their main interest lies in 

the intensity ratio of the two components in the doublet. It is expected to be 

equal to 0.5, the statistical weight ratio, at low plasma density. However, 

values higher than that have been reported, both from solar flare [42] and 

tokamak data [37] for low Z ions. 

Vinogradov et al. [43] first pointed out that this effect is due to the 

presence of the netastable level 2S whose population can be transfered to 2P 

levels when the plasma density is high enough for the collisional transfer 

rate to become higher than the two-photon decay rate Aj- = 8.2 Z* sec-1. In 

this case however the separation of 2P... and 2S./2 is only given by the 

Lamb shift of the 2S level and is so small that collisions with ions are more 

important than electron collisions. Therefore the collisional transfer takes 

place preferentially to the 2P... level and depends on the proton density, 

when dealing with a hydrogen piai 

This effect has been recently calculated in detail by Ljepojevic et al. 

[44]. Figure 24 shows their results for Mg XII. The doublet ratio has a low 

density value of 0.5, then it rises to a broad maximum, whose value depends on 

the electron temperature, and falls again to its statistical value at very 

high density. 

At low density the 2P. .. and 2P./2 sublevels are populated by excitation 

from IS..2 ground level or by recombination and cascades from upper levels. 

All these mechanisms have rates proportional to the statistical weights and 

the ratio is 0.5. In these conditions the 2S.., level is populated by similar 

mechanisms and decays by two-photon emission without contributing to the 2P 

population. 

The ratio starts to deviate from 0.5 when, at higher density, proton col

lisions start to tranfer the 2S./2 population preferentially to the 2P... 

level. The maximum occurs when this transfer is complete. The value of this 

maximum depends on the population rate of the 2S./2 level compared to that of 

the 2P... and 2P,.,. Its temperature dependence reflects the different import-
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Fig. 24 Plots showing the ratio of the intensities of the coaponents of the 
Lyaan-er doublet of Mg XII as a function of the plasaa density for 
various reduced teaperatures 6 = T /Z2. Froa Ref. 45 

ance of recoabination population with respect to excitation froa the ground 

state. 

At very high density, when the probability of collisional deexcitation 

becomes higher than that of radiative decay of 2P..2 »nd 2P~y2 cublevels, the 

level population is described by Saha-Boltzaann equation and the line inten

sity ratio is again 0.5. 

10. NONTHERMAL PLASMAS 

•The use of dielectronic satellites to detect departures of the electron 

distribution function froa a Maxwellian was first suggested by Gabriel and 

Phillips [45]. They pointed out that a key feature of dielectronic excitation 

is that only electrons whose kinetic energy is equal to the energy difference 
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E between the Li-like excited state and the ground state of the recombining 

ion take part in Uie reaction. This is a remarkable difference with electron 

inpact excitation which can be caused by all the electrons having a kinetic 

energy greater than the excitation energy E . 

This effect is depicted in fig. 25 where the vertical lines represent 

the portions of the electron distribution function which are responsible for 

the dielectronic excitation of satellites with the spectator electron in dif

ferent quantum states and the dashed are* is the part of the distribution 

function which is relevant to toe collisional excitation of the resonance 

line. The involvement of different part of the electron distribution function 

is responsible for the strong electron temperature dependence of the line 

ratio, as discussed in Sect. 6. However it is evident that, if a high energy 

tail is present in the distribution function, the intensity of the resonance 

line is enhanced and the line ratio is lowered with respect to its expected 

thermal value. 

The observation of this effect in a tokamak plasma was first reported in 

a study of the intensity ratio of a n = 3 dielectronic satellite to the re

sonance line in the He-like ion Cr XXIII [46]. Its exploitation for plasma 

diagnostic was first done in ohmically heated and lower-hybrid heated dis

charge in FT [47] by using n = 3 satellites in Fe XXV. 
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Fig. 25 - Electron energies responsible for the excitation of different spec
tral lines of Fe XXV are shown on a naxwellian energy distribution 
function with T = 2 keV. The vertical bars represent the excitation 
of n = 2 and n = 3 dielectronic satellites. The dashed area repre
sents the excitation of the resonance line w 
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In ohnic discharges a qualitative evaluation of the aaount of the dis-

torsion was obtained by using the quantity R„. /R ^ - 1. The results ob-
tneor expt 

tained for a set of discharges with toroidal magnetic field B_ - 8T are 

plotted in fig. 26 and show and increasing disagreement with the theoretical 

spectra as the electron density is decreased and the plasma enters the slide-

way regime. 

The evolution of the experimental line ratio in the presence of lower-

hybrid heating is shown in fig. 27 where it can be noticed that the line ratio 

nearly halves during the heating pulse where it is considerably lower than the 

expected thermal value, while reasonable agreement is obtained elsewhere in 

the discharge. A similar behaviour was noted in Dili during ECRH by observing 

the spectrum of Ti XXI [48]. 

For a more quantitative analysis of this kind of dita, the theoretical 

formulae for the line intensities should be revisited in order to obtain more 

general expressions valid also for the case of plasmas whose electron distri

bution is far from the thermal equilibrimi. Therefore the dielectronic rate 

coefficient C. (see eq. 6.6) cannot be deduced from Saha-Boltzmann equation 

but must be derived directly through the microreversibility principle. The 

following relation is easily obtained 

c -n3*s v;> *<y 
d 4n go (2m) a / 2 E V 2 

g s 

(10.1) 

10 20 30 

ELECTRON DENSITY (1013cnf3) 

Fig. 26 - The deviation of the experimental line ratio R from its theore
tical value R*heor « a function of the central ee*fectron density for 
a set of ohmi" discharges at 8 T in FT. A typical error bar is also 
reported 
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Fig. 27 - The behaviour of the line ratio during the lower-hybrid heating in 
FT. The crosses represent the experimental values, the open squares 
the value obtained from the electron temperature measured by Thomson 
scattering. The dashed rectangle represents the time duration of the 
heating pulse 

from which the usual formula for the thermal case is recovered when a Maxwel-

lian function is assumed for f(E). 

When considering the intensity of a collisionally excited line in non-max 

wellian plasma, eq, (5.1) still retains its validity; however, as an apprecia

ble fraction of electrons can attain very high energy, particular attention 

has to be payed to the high energy behaviour of the excitation cross section. 

This can be described, in the limit of incident electron energy E much greater 

than the excitation energy E , by the Coulomb-Bethe approximation: 

°a< - ^ *l r r f £n if! (iK>2 <r>2] (10.2) 

valid for an optically allowed transition, where f is the optical oscillator 

strenght and k the cutoff momentum characteristic of the transition. This ex

pression can be generalized to relativistic energies as given by Fano [49]. 

8rra2 E* B 2 

°<E> = mV r f ^ I F F Ckao)2 ( r ) 2 1 7 1 - ^ 
o r o H 

E u 2mc2 
Ik 2 (10.3) 

where v is the incident electron velocity and P - v/c. 

For the w line of Fe XXV the rate coefficient o(E) v(E) which enters the 

integral for the line intensity is plotted in fig. 28. There the crosses are 
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obtained from calculation due to Mann [50], and the dashed and continuous 

lines represent the classical and relativistic Coulomb-Bethe approximation, 

respectively. 

This figure suggests a possible strategy for data analysis: the excita

tion rate coefficient for w line is constant within ± 10% for energy greater 

than approximately 15 keV, implying that, when the tail in the distribution 

function only develops at energies larger than this value, the non-thermal ex

citation of the resonance line only depends upon the total number of electrons 

in the tail, while the dielectronic satellite is well described by the thermal 

expression, the distribution function at the energy responsible for its exci

tation still being Maxwellian. 

Under these assumptions the ratio n_. of non-thermal electron density to 

the plasma density can be deduced by comparing the measured line ratio R__t 

with the value R„. calculated with the thermal expression and the value of 
theor 

the electron temperature T of the thermal bulk of plasma electrons as measur

ed by Thomson scattering. The following expression for a_ is easily obtained: 

nT = 3.3X10-
24 (f 

expt 
jj i-v^) Gp) ,2 F2(s) 
Rtheorl V e 

V / 2 e*P[-E.VTj s eJ 

<ov> 
(10.4) 

where <ov> is the average value of the colli sional excitation rate of high 

energy. 
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Fig. 28 - The rate coefficient o(E) v(E) for the excitation of the resonance 
line w in Fe XXV vs the electron kinetic energy E. The crosses are 
obtained from Ref. 51; the dashed line is the classical Coulomb-
Bethe approximation; the continuous line is given by the relati
vistic Fano formula 
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This approach has recently been used to study in detail non-thermal elec

trons generated by lower-hybrid waves in ASDEX [51]. An example of the re

sults obtained is shown in fig. 29 where the spatial profiles of n_ are given 

for three types of plasmas: a complete current drive discharge at low electron 

density (case A), heating without any current drive at the same value of plas

ma density (case B) and again a discharge with only plasma heating but at 

higher density (case C). 

In case A the plasma current is totally driven by the launched wave and a 

rough estimate of n_ can be obtained by assuming from quasilinear theory that 

a unidirectional plateau is formed in the toroidal direction in the velocity 

space from a low value Vj, a few times the thermal speed, up to a value v2>>Vj 

determined by the accessibility condition for the waves to the plasma center 

(v2 = c/1.55 is calculated for case A). In this hypothesis the central current 

density is given by 

JRF(o> = e 
V2+Vi 

~T~ nRF(o) 

where nRF(o) is the total density of RF-generated suprathermal electrons in 

the plasma center. 

An independent estimate of jRF(o) can be obtained from the observation 

that the safety factor q in the plasma center is very close to unity; this 

yields 
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Fig. 29 - The fractional population of non-thermal electrons is plotted vs the 
plasma radius for lower-hybrid discharges in ASDEX. Case A: current 
drive discharge; case B and C: electron heating and ion heating dis
charges with N„ = 2. The minor radius of ASDEX is 40 cm 
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2 *T 
jRF ( o ) = ~ 7 

When these two expressions are coapared and the values of R, IL. and n (o) are 

taken into account, a value n_(o) = 1% is obtained for case A, in good agree

ment with the measured value-

The higher non-thermal content for case B is related to the presence of a 

residual inductive electric field which enhances the tail generation. This is 

confirmed by beta poloidal measurements too [51]-

Finally, in case C, the penetration to plasma center of the launched 

waves is inhibited by the onset of the ion absorptions which is able to damp 

most of the power on its way to the plasma center. 

11. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown in this paper that high resolution X-ray spectroscopy can 

provide a great deal of diagnostic information in hot plasmas. The ion tempe

rature can be derived from the Doppler broadening of emission lines and the 

toroidal rotation from their Doppler shift. The electron temperature can be 

obtained from the intensity ratio of a dielectronic satellite line to the re

sonance line while the intensity of a inner-shell excitation line relative to 

the resonance gives information about the ionization equilibrium in the plas

ma, which in addition can be studied by combined measurements of He-like and 

H-like spectra. 

Dielectronic satellites are also very useful to determine the fractional 

population of fast electron in non-thermal plasmas when the electron tempera

ture of the thermal bulk of the electron distribution is known by different 

methods. 

Determination of the absolute intensity of the emission lines can be ex

ploited to derive the impurity density in the plasma. In principle electron 

and proton density can also be measured by means of the ratio of forbidden to 

intercombination line intensity and the relative intensity of the components 

of the Ly doublet, respectively. However, this still needs a clear experi

mental demonstration in laboratory plasmas. 

Finally information about the density of neutral hydrogen can be ob

tained through the mechanism of line excitation through charge-exchange re

combination. 

In conclusion, a remarkable amount of data can be obtained from a single 

diagnostic apparatus and of course, this is a very strong stimulus to improve 
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the understanding of the relevant atoaic physics, the precision of the theore

tical evaluation of the atoaic parameters as well as to design a versatile in

strumentation with a large spectral coverage and the capabilities of producing 

spatial profiles. 
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